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Abstra t
A xed-parameter-tra table algorithm, or

FPT

algorithm for short, gets an

(I; k) as its input and has to de ide whether (I; k) 2 L for some
parameterized problem L. Many parameterized algorithms work in two stages:
instan e

redu tion to a problem kernel and bounded sear h tree. Their time
is then of the form

O(p(jI j) + q (k)

k

omplexity

), where q(k) is the size of the problem

kernel. We show how to modify these algorithms to obtain time

omplexity

O(p(jI j) +  k ), if q (k) is polynomial.
Key words:
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1 Introdu tion
A parameterized problem usually

onsists of two

omponentsthe input and

NP - omplete
G as its input and a pos-

aspe ts of the input that onstitute a parameter. For example, the
Vertex Cover problem has an undire ted graph

itive integer

k

most

k

as its parameter; the question is whether there is a set of at

verti es that

terized

with input size

f (k)n

over all edges in

, where

n

and parameter

is a

k,

entral question of parame-

is there an algorithm solving

k.

xed parameter tra table

and the

Cover is in

alled

FPT . Vertex

k

and

n and f

orresponding

FPT

omplexity

[1,4,5℄, the

L

L in time

is an arbitrary

A problem with su h an algorithm is

is

alled

lass of problems

urrently best known

O(kn + 1:3k k2 ) [3,11,12℄.
the denition of FPT  the

algorithm running in time faster than

There is, however, a problem
tion

The

onstant independent of

fun tion depending only on

FPT

G.

omplexity theory [5℄ is as follows: Given a parameterized problem

f

on erning

may grow arbitrarily fast. Thus, there are

eterized problems known that have an (exponential) fun tion
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fun -

urrently only a few param-

f

that grows
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as slowly as in the

FPT

ase of Vertex Cover. The development of e ient

algorithms hen e is an a tive eld of resear h [5,6,9℄. To the authors'

best knowledge, at least the majority of
far (e.g., [1,6,7,10,11℄) are based on

bounded sear h trees

and

e ient FPT

algorithms known so

ombination of two standard methods:

redu tions to problem kernel

[5℄. Here, we show how

to signi antly improve all

FPT

two te hniques. Hen e, we

ontribute to the positive toolkit for designing

algorithms, whi h a

algorithms based on the

FPT

FPT

ording to Downey and Fellows [5, page 20℄ belongs to the

urrent resear h horizons in parameterized
for designing

ombination of these

omplexity: The positive toolkit

algorithms ontains several key methods that are very deep

and generalbut for whi h pra ti ality is still not yet

learly established. In

the following, we provide a simple, pra ti al, and generally appli able method
to speed up
The basi

FPT

algorithms.

idea of improvement is in a sense to

interleave

redu tion to problem

kernel and bounded sear h tree method. More spe i ally, assume that we

O(p(n)+ q (k) k), where  is a (small)
k
onstant and p and q are polynomials. Moreover,  shall be the size of the
bounded sear h tree and q (k ) the size of the problem kernel. Then our new
te hnique shows how to get rid of the fa tor q (k ), thus transforming the above
k
algorithm into a time O (p(n) +  ) one. It is important here to note that this
improvement is not due to asymptoti tri ks, but that q (k ) an be repla ed
have an

by a

FPT

small

algorithm running in time

onstant. We shall just swiftly mention that our te hnique leads

to a signi ant improvement of the so- alled klam values ( f. [5, pages 13
14℄) for many problems. For example,

onsider Vertex Cover again. The

rst nontrivial parameterized algorithm for this problem had running time

O(kn + 1:32472kk2 ) [1℄, re ently further developed to O(kn + 1:29175kk2 ) and
k 2
re ently even further to O (kn + 1:271 k ) [3℄. Compare the growth of the two
k 2
k 2
fun tions 1:32472 k and 1:29175 k . For instan e, for k = 100 the rst one is
16
15
bounded by 1:64  10
and the se ond by 1:32  10 , hen e where k = 100,
it improves by a fa tor of roughly 12. By way of
from

1:29175

k k2

to

1:29175

k

ontrast, the improvement

is a fa tor of about 10000. In this

ontext, observe

that the se ond improvement involves, due to our te hnique, a small

onstant

fa tor, whi h, however, is by magnitudes smaller than 10000. Summarized,

k

this shows that for pra ti al parameter sizes (
the

 100

is very natural in

ase of Vertex Cover and many other parameterized problems) our

improvement has a potentially mu h higher benet than small (but in no way
trivial) improvements in the exponential base



of the sear h tree size may

have.

2 FPT algorithms
Many

FPT

algorithms work in two stages [5℄: Firstly, the instan e is trans-

formed into an equivalent one that is smaller in size. To be spe i , its size
is bounded by a fun tion that depends

2

on the parameter only.

This stage is
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alled

redu tion to problem kernel. Se

ondly, the new small instan e is solved

re ursively by solving several derived instan es with
the parameters in the re ursive

smaller parameters. Sin

e

alls are smaller, the re ursion eventually ter-

minates (either by nding a solution or by realizing that no solution exists
be ause of

k  0). That stage is

alled

bounded sear h tree.

In the following we des ribe ea h stage in more detail and introdu e all ne essary notation that is needed to improve the algorithm. We also illustrate some
on epts within the example of Vertex Cover. The instan e of Vertex
Cover is an undire ted graph and a parameter

must answer is whether or not a vertex
over is a subset of verti es
at least one vertex in

C .)

C su

k. The question the algorithm

over of size at most

k exists. (A vertex

h that every edge in the graph is in ident to

2.1 Redu tion to problem kernel
Let

L be a parameterized problem, i.e., L

(I; k), where I has
ase of Vertex Cover L onsists of all (G; k ),
onsists of pairs

k. In the
G is an undire ted graph that has a vertex

a solution of size

k. Redu tion
to problem kernel onsists of repla ing the original instan e (I; k ) with a new
0 0
0
0
0
0 0
one (I ; k ) so that k  k , jI j  q (k ), and (I; k ) 2 L , (I ; k ) 2 L. What is
0
parti ularly important is that the size of the new instan e I is bounded by a
fun tion of the parameter alone. We all this fun tion q . In general, q might be
arbitrary, but in this paper we restri t q to being polynomial as is usually the
1
ase for e ient FPT algorithms. In the ase of Vertex Cover, redu tion
0 0
to problem kernel repla es an instan e (G; k ) with an instan e (G ; k ), where
0
0
the new graph G
onsists of at most k (k + 1) verti es and k  k (see [1,5℄

where

over of size

for details).

R denote the fun tion that performs the redu tion to problem kernel, i.e.,
R(I; k) = (I 0; k0) and let P (jI j) be the number of steps required to perform

Let

the redu tion. We demand
Cover

P

be bounded by some polynomial. For Vertex

P (jGj) = O(jGj) if the graph is represented by an adja

en y list.

2.2 Bounded sear h trees
Let

(I 0; k0) be an instan e after redu tion to problem kernel. Many algorithms

solve the problem by

onstru ting a sear h tree that looks exhaustively for

solutions. In order to gain e ien y, bran hes will be pruned. Pruning of
bran hes is subje t
bran h
prune

B

hiey to two

onditions: Either we

an be sure that the

ontains no solution or, if there are two bran hes
if we

an be sure that a solution in

B

A

and

B

we

implies a solution in

the same size at most. The main obje tive to nd ever more e ient

an

A of
FPT

algorithms involved de reasing the size of the sear h tree. In the following we

In general, k 0  k is not ne essary. All results also hold if
polynomial in k .
1

3

k

0 is bounded by some
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analyze rst the

size of the tree as well, but then take a look at the time

taken

for pro essing the tree. The next se tion building on this analysis improves
the overall

time

to traverse the sear h tree, but not its

size, whi

h will not be

ae ted at all.

(I; k) be a node of the sear h tree. To solve (I; k), it is repla ed
(I1; k d1); (I2; k d2); : : : ; (Im; k dm ) so that di > 0
and jIi j  jI j for all i 2 f1; : : : ; mg and (I; k ) 2 L i (Ii ; k
di ) 2 L for some
i 2 f1; : : : ; mg. The leaves onsist ommonly of those instan es with k  0.
Sin e all di > 0, the hildren's parameters are stri tly smaller and the tree

In general, let

by several instan es

has a nite size. An upper bound on the size of the tree is easy to obtain by
solving the

orresponding re urren e for the number of leaves:

+ Sk d +    + S k d m :
k
The solution has the general form Sk = (p(k ) ); where 1= is the smallest
Sk = Sk

d1

2

positive, real root of the ree ted

hara teristi

1 zd

z d2

1

polynomial

   zdm

p(k) is a polynomial [8℄. If  is a unique root, as is almost always the ase,
p is simply a onstant and therefore Sk = ( k ). In the following we assume
that  is a unique root. If that were not the ase, then p is not a onstant, but
k
k
some polynomial of degree > 0. In that ase  should be repla ed by p(k )

and

in the next se tion.

R(jI j) be the time needed to ompute (I1 ; k d1 ); (I2 ; k d2 ); : : : ; (Im ; k
dm ) from (I; k). Again we demand that R(jI j) be bounded polynomially. The
k
overall time omplexity for the se ond stage bounded sear h tree is O (R(q (k )) ):

Finally, let

3 A elerating FPT algorithms
In the following, we will deal with a large
algorithms. Let us summarize the
undergo: They have to be

to problem kernel

and

FPT

lass of xed-parameter-tra table

onditions that these algorithms have to

algorithms that work in two stages,

bounded sear h tree. Redu

redu tion

tion to problem kernel takes

P (jI j) steps and results in an instan e of size at most q (k), where both P and
q are polynomially bounded. The expansion of a node in the sear h tree takes
R(jI j) steps, whi h must also be bounded by some polynomial, the sear h tree
k
size being O ( ). The overall time omplexity of the algorithm is then
O(P (jI j) + R(q (k)) k );

where

(I; k) is the instan e to be solved. In the following we show how to mod-

ify the se ond stage of the algorithm in order to improve the time
to

O(P (jI j) +  k ):
4

omplexity
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Generally, we now use the following algorithm to expand a node

(I; k) in the

sear h tree:

if jI j >

 q(k) then repla e (I; k) with R(I; k) ;
repla e (I; k ) with (I1 ; k
d1 ); (I2 ; k d2 ); : : : ; (Im ; k dm )
Here

 1 is a

onstant that

an be

hosen with the aim of further optimizing

the running time. There is a tradeo in hoosing : The optimal hoi e depends
on the implementation of the algorithm, but in the end it ae ts only the
onstant fa tor in the overall time omplexity. Therefore we negle t optimizing
in this paper.
A

loser look shows that we in fa t seem to

in rease the time needed to expand

a node in the sear h tree. This is generally speaking true: Sometimes we apply
redu tion to problem kernel prior to splitting into re ursive
these additional redu tions to problem kernel also

de rease

alls. However,

the instan e size

in the middle of the sear h tree. Sin e the time for splitting is bounded poly-

instan e size, this also helps to de rease

nomially in the

node. It proves to be the

the time to expand a

ase that while we waste time near the root of the

sear h tree, we gain mu h more time near the leaves. Note that the te hnique
of

interleaving

redu tion to problem kernel and bounded sear h trees was al-

ready used for developing e ient

FPT algorithms for Vertex Cover [6,12℄.

There, however, it was used to redu e the number of
sear h tree; it was not

ase distin tions in the

onsidered with the aim of removing the fa tor

R(q (k))

as we do.
In order to analyze the running time of the above mathemati ally, we des ribe

(I; k) and all its des endants by a re urren e. Let Tk
denote an upper bound on the time to pro ess (I; k ). The following re urren e
the time to expand a node
exists for

Tk :

+ Tk d +    + Tk dm + O(P (q(k)) + R(q(k)))
The time to expand (I; k ) itself is at most O (P (q (k )) + R(q (k ))), sin e jI j =
O(q (k)) sin e jI j >  q (k) is onstantly prevented. In order to solve this nonTk = Tk

d1

2

homogeneous linear re urren e we need a spe ial solution. To get its general
solution we add the general solution of the
ren e

Tk

= Tk

d1

+ Tk

d2

+    + Tk

dm

orresponding homogeneous re ur-

. However, we already know that all

solutions of this homogeneous re urren e are bounded by

O( k ). Consequently

we are only required to nd a small spe ial solution of the non-homogeneous
re urren e. In our

ase the inhomogeneity is a polynomial. Therefore, there

exists a spe ial solution that is also a polynomial in

k. It is easy to

onstru t

su h a spe ial solution expli itly. There is always a polynomial solution that

Pm r(k
r(k)
i

has the same degree as the inhomogeneity
lution then

=1

on the left side
bounded by

O(

k

annot

).

di )

p. (If r is a polynomial spe

ial so-

= p(k) and the highest degree monomials

an el ea h other.) All solutions of

5

Tk

are therefore
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Fig. 1. An instan e of Vertex Cover. The following graph is the k = 15 member
of a family of instan es (Gk ; k ) for Vertex Cover. The graph Gk onsists of a tree
with degree k 1 and depth 2 to whi h a path with 3k + 1 verti es is atta hed ( alled
the tail ). It is easy to see that the smallest vertex over for Gk has size 52 k 32 and
therefore the whole family has no members in Vertex Cover.

In order to illustrate this, let us

onsider the following re urren e.

Tk = 2Tk
where

C, D

and

E

are

1

+ C  k2 + D  k + E;

onstants that depend on the implementation of the

= 0. The ree ted hara teristi polynomial is 1
2z and its unique root is 1=2. The general solution
k
of the homogeneous re urren e is 2 for  2 R. Sin e it is a re urren e of

algorithm. The initial

onditions are simple, say,

T0

rst order, the dimension of its spa e of solutions is one, too.

Tk = Ck2 (4C + D)k (6C + 2D + E ). The general
solution is then 2
Ck2 (4C + D)k (6C + 2D + E ) and the solution for
T0 = 0 is Tk = (6C + 2D + E )  2k Ck2 (4C + D)k (6C + 2D + E ).

A spe ial solution is

k

4 The modi ation is ne essary
In this se tion, we show that an improved analysis alone

annot a hieve the

speedup of the last se tion. That is, the interleaving of redu tion to problem
kernel and the bounded sear h tree really is ne essary to get the

laimed

improvements. Without modi ation, the algorithms in general have a running
time of

(P (jI j) + R(f (k)) k). As an example, we

an again use Vertex

Cover. Look at Figure 1 for a denition of a family of instan es of Vertex

k. There is no solution of size  k, sin e the optimal
vertex
k 23 (in the head k 2 verti es and half the verti es
of the tail). The graph ontains exa tly (k
1)(k 2) + 1 verti es in the
2
head and 3k + 1 verti es in the tail (altogether k + 4). Redu tion to problem
kernel does not ae t this graph sin e the degree of every vertex is at most k ,
although its size is very near the maximum possible k (k + 1). Now assume
Cover dened for odd

5
over has size
2

that the unmodied algorithm
a sear h tree of size

2

k,

hooses edges from right to left. This leads to

the largest possible. While the algorithm examines

this graph, it removes nodes and edges, but the
Consequently, instan es have size

head

remains un hanged.

(k ) during ea h splitting step. The overall
2

6
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(k2 2k ). Of

ourse, a better

hanging the order of

hoosing edges.

time

omplexity therefore is the worst possible 

time

omplexity

an also be a hieved by

Nevertheless, the time bound is

(k22k ) in the worst

ase.

After the modi ation the running time is de reased tremendously. After the

se ond

edge is removed and

k

de reased by two, the whole head is removed

from the graph.

5 Con lusion
We introdu ed a new, simple, and prospe tive te hnique for speeding up

FPT

algorithms based on redu tions to problem kernel and bounded sear h trees.
As a rule, the potential for improvement due to our method in reases the
larger the problem kernel in the underlying parameterized problem is. For example, asso iated
lem kernel size
designer of e

k-Leaf Spanning
O(k2 )) [2℄ and Hitting Set for Size Three Sets (prob-

andidate problems (see [5℄ for details) are

Tree (problem kernel size

O(k3)) [10℄. Thus, our method belongs in the toolkit of every
ient FPT algorithms.

7
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